KEEPING PET YABBIES
by ROBERT B McCORMACK

A complete A – Z on all you need to know on keeping yabbies happy and healthy in both tanks or ponds
If you want to keep yabbies you need to know this information

This book covers everything from catching yabbies, setting up a tank, feeding, breeding and growing yabbies in your home aquarium or pond, to the unusual subjects like yabby etiquette, hypnotizing yabbies and yabby races.
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With an 8 Page full colour insert section
A BOOK FOR ALL CRAYFISH ENTHUSIASTS

This book refers to not only yabbies but all the different species that occur around Australia.
All the usual subjects are covered

Yabby Anatomy – both internal and external

Yabby breeding

Yabby growth and moulting

Yabby aquariums

Yabby homes
All the unusual subjects

YABBY ETIQUETTE

YABBY TRICKS

Method 1

Map out your yabby. Now this is easier than it sounds but it does require a lot of visualizing your yabby when you first started, given it a more platform. Usually you need to hole your yabby in the hand.

First time you take a picture of your yabby in its hole, you will try to cover the hole with mud and the mud will cover the yabby. You will need to take a picture of your yabby in its hole, you will need to cover the hole with mud and the mud will cover the yabby.

YABBY RACES

The yabby will start at the end of the track and he will race to the other end of the track. The other yabbies will try to escape from the yabby and the other yabbies will try to escape from the yabby.